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1)      What are your top transportation priorities? 
Transportation is a top priority for the Texas specially for our city of El Paso, Texas we need to 
find adequate solutions to reduce recurring congestion, and significant maintenance; built for a 
future to speed up transportation needs.  
The request for federal funds is to build a fast speed train connections from downtown to Far 
East and Westside. Every city, state, transit authority and railroad is able to submit an 
application. And there is a lot of art involved in how these funds are awarded. Yet sadly our 
current elective officials don't do the research.  
 
 
 

2)      How important is it to encourage workforce housing in urban cores and/or near places of 
employment? 

The primary and most important housing core is to promote places to live with easy access to 
jobs and services." Promoting residential choices in locations that are accessible to jobs and 
services can be accomplished by: 

 Building compact development in existing communities with integrated land uses that will 
minimize travel distances and support walking, cycling and transit. 

 Increasing housing, services, and employment opportunities around transit stations. 
 Providing a range of housing choices to accommodate households of all income levels, 

sizes and needs and to ensure that workers in the community have the option to live there. 
 Protecting the character and integrity of existing neighborhoods while also meeting the 

needs of the community. 
3.)  How do you view Texas non-disclosure laws about property values and would overturning 
that law improve the fairness of tax assessments? 

 Currently, commercial properties don’t have to disclose the sale price to the county, but 
residential sales are reported and are the main basis for determining the valuation for property 
tax purposes. I’m committed to working with the Travis County Commissioner’s Court and the 
Appraisal District to create an equitable structure to ensure commercial and residential properties 
shoulder their fair share of the tax burden. I am also willing to consider the disclosure of sales 
prices for all properties 
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4.)    What are some suggestions you have for reducing congestion as construction begins on our 
major roadways? 

I will assist with providing quality and reliable public transportation, I will be able to give our 
residents alternative options that encourage reduction of single occupancy vehicles on our 
roads.  Such as discounts for using public transportation or free tickets to the baseball games! 

5)  Sun Metro has indicated financial concerns as one reason it does not provide late-night transit 
service?  Should Sun Metro provide longer service hours and shorter travel times city-
wide?  Why or why not, and how would you work with Sun Metro to overcome obstacles to 
providing late-night services and transit travel times competitive with auto travel? 

As our city is growing we need to provide quality services to our residents and have a 24 hours 
bus line.  

 
 

6)     Assume funding has been found to expand the Bike Share program.  Would you use this 
money to expand the program, and if so where would you add more stations?  Or would you seek 
to use the money for other programs?  Such as?  

I'm happy to advocate for a Bike Share program it's such an amazing opportunity for those that-
bicycles are made available for shared use to individuals on a very short term basis. Bike share 
schemes allow people to borrow a bike from point "A" and return it at point "B". Many bike-
share systems offer affordable fees. Any money use for this program I'll support to fund because 
I know the  price of Maintenance and customer service is expensive.  

 
 

7)  Would you change current policies on minimum off-street parking requirements for new 
housing developments and businesses? Why or Why not? Yes I'll change them disagree with the 
current ones, we are growing as a city and can't afford to be selective. 

 
 
 
 
8)      How would you work with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) to minimize 
pedestrian/bicycle collisions on state roads (Mesa, Alameda, Dyer, Montana, Paisano, Socorro, 
Doniphan)? 
I'll work close with TXDOT and make my constitutes aware of what are their needs in order to 
prevent accidents.  



9)      El Paso’s bicycle community has asked for separated bicycle facilities known as “protected 
bike lanes,” but there are many different ways to design those facilities. What, to you, does an 
ideal “protected bike lane” look like, and where, if anywhere, would you put them?  Would you 
be in favor, or against improved design standards to make existing and future bike lanes safer? 
Yes? I'm in favor  for bike lanes. Yes, I'm in favor to increases more bikes lines due to the 
positive things that will help traffic and safe and heathy opportunities to El Pason's.  

10)   Last year El Paso saw twice the number of pedestrian fatalities as in 2013.  What would you 
do to make our streets safer for ALL road-users?  Make the El Paso police department traffic unit 
to do there job! I'll also request for more update modern signals that will prevent accidents such 
as signs and modernized safety signals.  

11)   What do you see as a solution to the growing population and increasing traffic congestion? 
As I mention before  in question 1!  

12)   Do you consider the push for alternative and active transportation options a good solution 
for improving our air quality? Yes  

13)   What do you consider as components of a “walkable neighborhood?” What are street 
components you believe are ideal for a healthy community? Clean and adequate streets that 
represent our taxes money where they are being spend! 

14)   What is your best idea on how to make intersections and crosswalks safer and more 
effective?  

The city needs to great modern bridges as path ways!  

15)   What do you think is the biggest problem facing El Paso’s commercial transportation 
industry? 

El Paso is experiencing a heavy demand for commercial highway  and parking its out of control! 
I feel they're not being regulated or monitor. 

 


